How T100 2020 is a Covid-safe festival
Pre-booking for events is essential. Upon booking everyone must confirm they agree to our Covid19 walk guidelines;
30 ticket limit for all events.
Separate booking for walks and making activities to ensure more opportunity to access activities
without exceeding the maximum number of participants.
Event space: All outdoor areas have been measured to determine the number of people that can be
in each area whilst maintaining social distancing.
Staggered start times: For events in smaller outdoor spaces, walks will have staggered start times to
ensure bubbles of 6 can be maintained. Activities have been arranged in a promenade, rotation
system for when it is not possible for all groups to take part at one time.
Indoors optional: All indoor activities have been kept to a minimum but for those events that
include them, participants can opt out if they prefer to remain outside. Indoor capacity has been
determined by venue managers, based on their own Covid-19 guidelines.
Bubbles of 6: If not already in a group of 6, participants will be arranged into ‘bubbles’ and will be
informed of these at the start of each event. Group sizes will be monitored throughout the event by
event staff.
Public toilets: To facilitate hand washing in between walks and making activities, all events have
access to public toilets.
Hand sanitiser: This will be available for use at all events and before/after any making activities.
Sanitised kit: All walk kit, such as flag poles, will be cleaned before and after use.
PPE: Gloves will be provided as necessary for mandala making activities. If first aid is required to be
administered during an event, first aiders will wear PPE as necessary.
Mandala materials: to reduce possible cross contamination, items to be used for making mandalas
will be divided up by the event staff for the participants. Gloves will be provided for all taking part as
required.
Food & drink: To reduce the need to enter shops on route, everyone is encouraged to bring their
own and a picnic time has been scheduled for most activities. Everyone is also reminded to bring a
face covering should the need arise to enter a shop.

